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BRANDING | PRINT DESIGN

MyHotels is a boutique hotel group founded by Andreas Thrasyvoulou in 1997 that began 
with the creation of My Bloomsbury, followed by My Chelsea in 2002 and then My Brighton 
in 2008. All these designer hotels feature award-winning design and distinctive
local character.

The MyHotels visual identity had not been updated since the early 2000s. Our client felt it 
was about time that the brand had a major overhaul to refresh and promote his boutique 
hotel group more powerfully and effectively.

Based on Andreas’s background in architecture and the attractive design elements running 
throughout these three hotels, we implemented and rolled out an entire rebrand from inte-
rior design to website development, creating approximately 180 individual designs from 
parking signage to complimentary umbrellas.



“We have worked with Markus and his team over a number of 
years and have found him to be very trustworthy and reliable 
with an eye for a great design. We have recently rebranded 
the business for which they have designed an outstanding 

corporate identity package which gets terrific feedback 
from our clients and stakeholders. 

We find the fees for his work to be fair and reasonable and
will continue to work with Markustudio in the future with

no hesitation in highly recommending them.”

Sundip Mace
Marketing Director. My Hotels Group



VUDU is a Mens Styling brand headed up by former
England professional basketball player Jerelle Okoro.

The organisation as a whole, operators numerous
barber shops throughout the North West, along with
a line of grooming products and accessories.

The pivotal factors for the branding were to appeal to
a wider audience, including the urban communities 
as well as the Gen Z “hipster” market. While the 
branding also needed to work as a standalone 
product line, with Vidal Sasson & HUDA being 
key references.

After some research into these 2 primary markets 
and many more talks with Jerelle and his team. We
eventually landed on the branding you see today.

We feel the branding appeals to both targets, with a
premium yet edgy tone. And has the ability to carry
the company globally and stand up alongside the
big box brands.

BRANDING | PACKAGING DESIGN

BOOK NOWBOOK NOW

MANCHESTER BARBERS



“Amazing to work with. Thorough and extremely creative.
I was genuinely shocked at the level of communication and
standard of work, considering how busy he was but all came

together perfectly and within timescales! We really appreciate
this service as it's extremely hard to find in this industry!”

Jerelle Okoro
Founder. VUDU UK Ltd



BROCHURE & PRINT DESIGN

VMAGROUP is one of the world’s leading communications and PR recruitment agencies. They have 
long been immersed in the communications industry and offer unrivalled, in-depth knowledge, 
consultancy and advice.

Following a refresh of VMAGROUP’s logo, we were approached by the Head of Marketing for brand 
development, to design and implement a series of corporate communications, aligning with their
new corporate identity.

It was a really seamless collaboration working with the VMAGROUP’s marketing team to implement 
projects such as, four 50+ page printed insight brochures, corporate photography, email marketing 
system, event displays and advertisement thought-out all marketing touch-points.



"It’s been a pleasure working with the Markustudio team
and we will continue working together on future projects.
They quickly understood what we were trying to achieve

and delivered excellent work to a very high standard.”

Fiona Housiaux
Global Head of Marketing. VMA Group
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